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INTRODUCTION
Jim Erwin, YI'F, welcomed the attendees and gave the overview of the agenda:
1. Summarize current acquisition philosophies and procedures;
2. State the current problems with acquisitions; and
. Articulate the NASA Scientific and Technical Information (STI) Program
philosophy concerning acquisitions.
Questions to be addressed in regard to acquisitions included Who arc our users? Axe they
only scientists and engineers, or a broader clientele (managers, etc.)? If we are serving a
broader clientele, what do they want?
Also on the agenda were overviews of the acquisition programs at the Department of Defense
(DOD) Defense Technical Information Center (DTIC), the NASA Center for AeroSpace
Information (CASI), and the American Institute for Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA),
plus a discussion of how the NASA Office of Procurement can help the NASA STI Program
acquire some of the documents it needs.
PRESENTATIONS
Sharon Serzan, DTIC, presented information on the acquisition program at DTIC.
DTIC is the DoD counterpart of the NASA STI Program. DTIC began to reorganize in
October 1991: there was a Directorate of Document Services that included acquisition,
selection, reference, registration, micrographics, printing, and the mailroom. Now
acquisition and selection fall under the Directorate of Operations (DTIC-O), and there
is a new office called the DoD Scientific and Technical Information Policy Office
(DTIC-S) that reports directly to the Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD). The
DTIC acquisitions section wants to expand the services it offers to the DoD
community. To that end its staff will work with the weapons systems acquisition
people, be involved from the beginning of the procurement process, and include
management documents in its acquisitions. Also, fewer technical reports ORs) axe
being produced currently. TRs used to constitute the bulk of the database; now,
everything relevant to DoD procurementmmore than the Program Element Description
Summary (PEDS)--is included. The regulation that covers DTIC dates from 1983 and
reads, "... all S&T observations, findings, recommendations, and results derived from
DoD endeavors be made available to DTIC .... " applies to the "Office of the
Secretary of Defense, Joint Chiefs of Staff, military departments, [and] defense
agencies." The Air Force has a new regulation to submit reports to DTIC within 180
days.
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DTIC's acquisition process took 60-80 days in 1990; it now takes less than 20 days
(the goal was to get it under 35 days). The reduction in time was brought about by
using parallel instead of sequential processing for the machine indexing and microfiche
functions. There are now between 1.75 and 2 million documents in the Defense
Research, Development, Testing, and Evaluation (RDT&E) Online System (DROLS).
Of these, 90 percent are TRs, 40 percent are public release, 10 percent are classified,
and 50 percent are limited. Users and contributors are the same population.
Subject areas covered in DROLS are not only the hard sciences, but also management
and behavioral and social sciences. Special collections not maintained in DROLS are
added to DROLS ff requested. Some are German and Japanese documents (1930-1953)
obtained during World War II. There were many requests for this material during
Operation Desert Storm: DROLS houses a lot of information on desert warfare.
Part of the database is being redesigned. The Work Unit Information System (WUIS)
that corresponds to the STI Database's DTIC Work Unit File (DWUF) will become
Technical Effort and Management Support (TEAMS).
A change in policy now allows DTIC to accept nearly everything that is submitted.
Formerly, nothing was accepted without a letter specifically stating that the material
was released for submission; now anything sponsored by the DoD or any part of the
Federal Government is acceptable. NTIS can display this material but not distribute it.
This is acceptable because access is limited to DoD and its contractors only, not the
general public. Conference proceedings are still reviewed at paper by paper for
inclusion.
Also included axe Pentagon administrative documents; other procurement-related
documents such as statement of needs, technical area plans, and operational
requirements; and management documents such as planning information, contract
information, program performance information, and f'mancial information.
DTIC accepts various formats; close to 200 nonprint products are represented on
DROLS. Distribution on CD-ROM will be a reality in the near future.
DTIC acquires documents principally by (1) responding to user requests, (2)
monitoring contracts, (3) maintaining a liaison program that gives them access to
collections from military bases that are closing, and (4) keeping up with
bibliographies, accession lists, and the like. DTIC also has memoranda of
understanding with the international community, specifically Australia, Canada, the
United Kingdom, the Netherlands, West Germany (sic), plus the Advisory Group for
Aeronautical Research and Development (AGARD), NASA, and the Defense Research
Group (DRG). DTIC is the secondary distributor for DRG documents in the United
States. Embassies of friendly countries also supply documents, although they are not
translated; clearinghouses are a further source.
The selection section feels that SF 298, the Report Documentation Page (RDP) needs a
place to enter a point of contact; they may take that up with the coalition from the
Departments of Commerce, Energy, NASA, National Library of Medicine, and
Defense Information (CENDI).
The telephone number for acquisitions at DTIC is 703-274-4408.
Discussion: DTIC has seven people in its acquisitions section when it is fully staffed. In
1990 they took in 6000 documents, including collections. Usually they process
some 1200 a month. DTIC must do all of the processing for foreign
documents---they have no filled-out forms like the RDP to help.
Mike SweeP.s, CASI, presented an overview of CASI's acquisition program, its policies, and
feedback from the National Level Exchange.
CASI's acquisitions policy is based on NASA Scienttfic and Technical Information
(NMI 2220.5D), NASA Sciennfic and Technical Information Handbook:
Documentation, Approval, and Dissemination (NI-IB 2200.2), and The NASA Scientific
and Technical Information System: Its Scope and Coverage (NASA SP-
7065/89N15779). Also, the Statement of Work of its current contract (NASW-4584)
spells out the acquisition categories: NASA-generated and -sponsored report literature,
non-NASA report literature from domestic sources, foreign-originated report literature
from foreign sources, and published literature. Technical directives (TDs) also specify
directions for CASI's acquisitions program; for example, there is one on processing
documents from NASA Centers, another for a contracts processing study, and another
about working with acquisitions experts at NASA Centers. In the contracts processing
study, staff are asking, "Are we getting all reports generated from contracts? Can we
acquire these reports electronically rather then only in hard copy?"
Another thrust of the acquisitions program at CASI is the National Level Exchange
Feedback. CASI has agreements with foreign national organizations: Canada,
Australia, Israel, and Japan (pending). CASI is keeping communication links open and
sending feedback regularly when these countries send documents. Israel communicates
chiefly by fax, and sends information on corporate sources that CASI staff can use to
check and correct information on the documents. CASI accepts information in various
media: tape, floppy disks, or whatever means works best for the originator. (Canada,
Japan, and Australia use magnetic tape.) ESA countries are moving toward PC-based
systems and are using CENDI cataloging guidelines and ASCII format.
Cynthia Barnes, CASI, spoke on CASI's proactive acquisitions activity.
CASI staff actively seek out documents that don't come in automatically. The first
mechanism used is domestic exchange partners: DTIC, the Department of Energy
(DOE), the National Technical Information Service (NTIS), the Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA), the General Accounting Office (GAO), the National Science
Foundation (NSF), and the Chemical Propulsion Information Agency (CPIA). CASI is
on the automatic distribution list for all these organizations except NTIS, which sends
its announcement journal. CASI staff need to follow up only ff there's a problem with
the medium or in cases of special requests. NASA Center interface is another
mechanism for obtaining documents; formal reports from the Centers (Technical
Memoranda, Contractor Reports, etc.) come to CASI automatically. CASI is compiling
an Acquisitions Directory that lists all the helpful people by organization. So far there
are about 150 names from NASA locations and about 150 from non-NASA
organizations. CASI staff practice quality control: if a part of a document is missing or
if a document received is poor quality, the staff will ask for a better copy.
Reference requests are another avenue of acquisitions. If users search for a document
in the NASA STI Database and don't find it, they will request it and then the
acquisitions staff will try to find it and, if appropriate, acquire it. There used to be
300-400 such requests annually; now there are only 72-144 annually, or 6-12 a month.
Yet another potential source is onsite contractors. Acquisitions staff is working on
getting on automatic distribution of their reports. CASI is standardizing its requesting
process, from a half-page form to a full-page letter format that will be easily
recognized.
CASI will continue working to improve its communications with acquisition contacts,
and wants to visit NASA Centers to become more visible and continue establishing an
acquisitions network.
Non-NASA organizations do not have formal distribution systems, so CASI staff work
with them individually to establish means of acquiring appropriate documents. In the
case of the National Academy of Sciences (bIAS), CASI gets their newsletter with
announcements of their publications, then requests those it wants. The Office of
Technology Assessment (OTA) sends announcements of background papers. The
National Institute of Aviation Research (NIAR) at Wichita State University in Kansas
initiated contact with CASI. The Rand Corporation, Santa Monica branch, is adding
CASI to its automatic distribution list.
CASI staff also look at the contract and grant information on file in the database and
try to obtain all reports from each contract and grant. So far there has not been good
response. They are working with the NASA Procurement Office to see which contracts
require reports and to establish points of contact at the NASA Centers to make sure
they obtain all relevant reports. Miscellaneous acquisition tools include newsletters,
bibliographies, and reference lists. Following up requests has yielded an acquisition
rate of more than 70 percent in 1989-1991; having acquisitions experts in place at
Centers should improve that figure in the future.
Harold Jefferson, HWC, discussed contract and grant reports.
The NASA Procurement Office, Code HW, is beginning to work with the CASI
acquisitions section to help them obtain reports from grants and contracts. There is a
clause in contracts, mandatory since 1989, stating that the contractor must submit
interim, quarterly, and final reports to CASI. CASI should receive copies of all
research and development (R&D) contracts from the NASA Procurement Office. The
NASA Procurement Policy Office, Code HI', will work with the NASA Centers to
ensure compliance. One possible method is to maintain a richer file to remind
contractors of this reporting requirement a month before a contract expires. CASI will
also be included on the contract closeout checklist to make sure that aLl reports are in
before the contract can be closed. Especially on Cost Plus F'txed Fee (CPFF) contracts,
final payment can be withheld until all reports are in. CASI staff will be able to
follow up on these contracts with the cognizant contracting officer in Code HW if
reports are not received within a reasonable amount of time.
Discussion: There is no mechanism yet in place to enforce reporting. Principal investigators
(Pis) need to be encouraged to submit reports. Code HWC will work to get a
policy in place to ensure that CASI staff will not have to chase these reports.
Grants as well as conuaets fall under this policy.
Phil French, CASI, described the document evaluation process at CASI.
Scope and Coverage (SP-7065) is a working guide for those who decide which
documents to add to the NASA STI Database. In 1970, there were 34 subject
categories to fit documents into; in 1978, there were 75; in 1988, one more was added:
Category 29, Materials Processing in Space. This information is used by AIAA in
New York and by all NASA installations to classify everything except progress
reports. When submitting formal reports, the author should assign the category; if no
category is specified on the RDP, the document evaluator at CASI assigns it. The
subject category of a document determines where it is listed in STAR and IAA and to
whom it is distributed.
To update the category lists, document evaluators read everything available related to
NASA planning: authorization hearings, research and technology objectives and plans
(RTOPS), long-range plans, current projects. They enter the update information in a
current working copy of Scope and Coverage to keep it ready for the next revision.
Category 99 is "general," and so far suffices as a catchall. The last category to be
added, Category 29, was added only after 10 years of deliberation. If the need for a
new category is identified and CASI staff are directed to do so by NASA
Headquarters staff, then a new category will be added. The category numbering system
has intentional gaps to allow for inclusion of additional categories in their proper
places.
CASI staff are in the process of developing profiles for domestic exchange partners
that will limit the material they send to certain categories. NASA has an agreement
with the Department of Energy (DOE) on international energy categories; CASI staff
has crafted a profile for DOE based on their subject categories that will tell them what
material to send to CASI. Negotiations are also in process with NTIS, who will create
a sales tape for CASI.
D_c_s_n: CASI staff deliberately does not assign multiple categories to any document.
DTIC used to do this but doesn't now. Conference proceedings get analytic
treatment; that is, the whole, or "mother," document is assigned a category, and
then each paper, or "daughter" document, is also categorized. Mothers and all
daughters appear separately in the database. This type of analysis is limited to
NASA and Advisory Group for Aerospace Research and Development
(AGARD) material. Everything received from the European Space Agency
(ESA) goes into the database; CASI assigns all categories to this material.
Tapes that CASI receives from DTIC don't contain all elements for restricted
documents; for example, abstracts are not included (and don't appear in the
database), although they are included on the microfiche for that document.
CASI staff would like to have the abstract on the tape; there is a filter in place
that would keep restricted abstracts from appearing to unauthorized RECON
users. Negotiations are in process to get these abstracts on the DTIC tapes.
David Purdy, AIAA, talked about open literature scope and coverage in the NASA STI
Program.
Open literature is books, journals, and technical reports that do not come from
Government agencies. AIAA is a professional membership organization, therefore has
excellent access to open aerospace literature from all over the world. International
conferences of groups like the International Aerospace Federation (IAF) help broaden
the coverage. Acquisition tools include references and bibliographies, exchange
agreements, and review copies. AIAA generates approximately 8 percent of the
aerospace literature in the database. Many AIAA members are authors; they also
recommend new areas to cover. AIAA began its coverage with 34 categories, and now
has nearly 100. Technical committees (some 68 special interest groups within AIAA)
also recommend subject areas to cover. There is a Soviet Literature Working Group,
and the Pacific Rim Initiative covers China and Japan.
Personal contacts are important throughout the acquisition process. AIAA keeps in
touch with users and their needs (there are 45,000 members and 72 corporate
members), and works closely with the NASA STI Program.
AIAA is working on the Continuous Improvement principle. Its staff uses electronic
input. The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc. 0EEE) contributes
citations and abstracts, as does the A/AA Journal; a large commercial publisher may
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alsobegin to contribute. Planned improvements include scanning text in, updating
exchange contracts to include new journals, and automating the acquisition process.
With all of this automation, however, AIAA still emphasizes the one-on-one, person-
to-person process for obtaining more incisive coverage of a subject.
D_c_smn: With the automated acquisition process, each document is tracked through all
the steps, including associated financial information. AIAA accepts any
document related to aerospace. They listen to their user community, and the
emphasis of their database follows the stated interests of its users.
Jim Erwin, JTT, gave an overview of the STI Program's Acquisitions Experts Committee.
This committee was formed to improve and facilitate communication among Code
JTr, CASI, AIAA, and the NASA Centers. Allan Kulm and Katie Bajis from Code
JTT are on the committee; there should also be representation from CASI, AIAA, and
the NASA Centers. The committee is looking at problems with acquisitions, especially
at the Center level. This committee will also deal with issues of scope and coverage,
and with streamlining the process of acquisition from the other agencies such as DTIC,
DOE, and NTIS.
One question to be resolved is: Are exchange agreements and foreign acquisitions a
CENDI issue?
John Wilson, J'IT, talked about acquisition initiatives at JTT.
Some of the people involved are Jim Erwin, from the operations perspective; Tom
Lahr; Allan Kuhn; and Lou Ann Scanlan, working with Centers.
TD 91-064 directsCASI staffto add to the NASA STI Database anything the Centers
want to see added. Often materialcoming from Centers is not readilyidentifiedas
NASA material.Sometimes Centers have produced materialthatisnot in the database.
The AcquisitionsExperts Committee issupposed to ferretout thismaterial.For
example, the reportof the Small Business InnovativeResearch (SBIR) program did
not get intothe database because reportsare marked proprietary.These documents also
come through the Centers;thisisan example of a problem thatcan be resolved atthe
Center level.The question of DTIC abstracts(mentioned above) isalsobeing
addressed.
Laurie Harrison, CASI, is analyzing all exchange agreements under our trilateral
agreements for Tom Lahr to see where the various material we get is coming from.
(Trilateral agreements are agreements among ESA, NASA, and organizations within
the ESA countries.) The STI Program is also looking at what corporate sources are
represented in the database from Hungary, China, India, and Brazil. Then comparisons
can be made with other databases to determine what else should be acquired for the
STI Database. The Centers have a lot of this material.
The Soviet Institute of Scientific and Technical Information (VINITI) is sending tapes
to Katie Bajis. A pouch is due soon with disks full of cyrillic data in ASCII format on
fields and citations and sample data. Mr. Nesrov from VINITI has requested $2
million to buy personal computers and to upgrade the computers they already have.
(Yeltsin will give them another $2 million.) Mr. Nesrov was on an interrepublic
working group. It looks as though the new republics are working toward an
infrastructure organization.
There are also negotiations in process with report section of the Science and
Technology Division of the Library of Congress. This section has been reorganized
and has a lot of interesting material available now, mostly in foreign languages.
Copyright issues still need to be resolved. NASA may be able to borrow the material,
catalogue it, and enter it into the database, but the Library of Congress will keep the
documents and be the source for copies. This project may relate to the task of
identifying corporate sources in Hungary, China, India, and Brazil; JT/" could give the
list to the Library of Congress.
Discussion: There was some question concerning the vMue of report literature from the
former Soviet republics and the Eastern European countries. The consensus wa_
to continue to acquire it.
CLOSING DISCUSSION
Acquisitions will be on the agenda at the STI Managers Conference; Allan Kuhn will
hold a meeting of the Acquisitions Experts Committee there. NASA personnel have
talked to people at the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST); NIST
is involved in the President's Office of Science and Technology Policy (OSTP)
initiative on investment in leading edge technologies. The STI Program might do an
exchange with them. The National Science Foundation (NSF) has a public database
with downloadable full text. Consortia such as MCC in Texas might be good sources
of material. A multiple database access system (MDAS) is a possible vehicle for
getting scope and coverage feedback from users. Compendex and internet are other
possibilities, with their open discussion bulletin board systems. CASI has a new LAN
which is Ethernet-based and has TCPIP capability; CASI might try to establish a link
to AIAA, especially for document orders.
The next NASA STI Program Coordinating Council meeting will address networks.
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STI Program Coordinating Council
Acquisitions
January 23, 1992
1. C_SI AC_IflSITIONS
o Overview and Policy
The acquisition policies/practices followed by CASI are based on the
following documents. These documents define the rationale behind the
practices.
NASA Management Instruction 2220.5D - NASA Scientific and
Technical Information
NASA STI Handbook 2200.2 - NASA Scientific and Technical
Information Handbook - Documentation I Approval r and Dissemination
NASA-SP-7065 (89N15779) - The NASA Scientific and Technical
Information System...It's Scope and Coverage
Statement of Work (Contract NASw-4584)
Technical Directives:
TD 91-064 Processing of Documents for NASA Centers
TD 91-nnn NASA Center Acquisitions Initiative
TD 91-113 R&DCS (K-File) Processing Study
Other Technical Directives
Sources of technical reports include:
NASA
Non-NASA Domestic
Foreign
The Acquisitions Expert Committee (Program Manager - Allan Kuhn) is made
up of experts from:
NASA Headquarters
NASA Centers
CASI
o National Level Exchange Feedback
Organizations:
Canada (Canada Institute for Scientific and Technical Information)
Australia (Australian Defense Information Services)
Israel (Israel Space Agency)
Japan (National Space Development Agency of Japan)
Con_nunication:
Points-of-Contact
Letters
FAX
Memorandums
Telephone Calls
l:ll_l]_)O ql'q'il I'I11_I]_ ,rJinrl],:l,'l r3"Ir3n
:irJ;(-_Tl/II_0-13_:iiI( *i'_
INTERDISCIPLINARY CENTER FOR TECHNOLOGICAl. ANALYBI$ & FORECASTING
AT TEL-AVlV UNIVERSITY
21st 3anuary 1992
NASA, Center for Aerospace Information
Attn: Michael J. Streekst
Manager, Document /_rocessincj Section,
P.O. Box 8757,
Baltimore Washin_tQn International Airport, MD 21240,
U.S.A.
Dear Mr. Streeks_
EnclQsed are the following documents _or despatch 1/92:
85127 - analytic primary plus 38 analytic secondaries.
The total number o_ documents is 39.
This package also contains a diskette with the ASCII file,
RNA_AIO.WMS, a printout o7 the data, photocopies and microfiches
of the Oocuments, and forms 901.
We draw CASI attention to the following:
Forms 901 for the primary an_ some secondaries contain referenc(
to new corporate sources, as follow:
Primary: (1) CASA - RI/SM_t Tel-Aviv Chapter
P.O. Box 50432,
Tel-Aviv _5500t Israel.
(_) ITTM - The Israel Society _or CAD/CAM
Secondaries:
arts no. 5: MABAT - Israel Aircraft Industries,
Yahud, Israel
ans nos. 6, _: Edith Ohri,
Industrial Management Consultant,
Tel-Aviv, Israel.
ans nos. 9, 141 INESC, IST,
Aptao. I0_05,
1019 Lisboa, Portugal.
ans no. 10; IMS/Valid International_
Slough, Barks, U.K.
ans no. _: SIFU - Elektronik_
Bow 401_,
S-I0261, Stockholm, Sweden.
arts nos. lB,19: I.B.M. Israel Scientific Center,
Technion City, Haifa_ Israel.
ans no. 22 National Semiconductor, (I.C.) Ltd,
P.O. Box no. 3007
HerzJiya B, _0_, Israel.
RAMAT AVIV, 69978 TEL-AVtV, ISRAEL, FAX. No. 9?2-3.6410193.0I?D 69978 :_,:_'_/lfl ,;_,_N"_D't
INFRASTRUGTUREDIV_ION TEL. 41")'222 ._ n'_;@_l _ REMOT_..RENSlNU[;tVISION TEL.. 41,?._az .YO l_
ECONOMICS DIVISK)N TEL, 6424975 .YO rt*)::)_.3 Bn_ ACCOUNTINGDIVISION TEL. 8425933 ,_/0 rl-_)h! _r
. PROACTIVEACQUISITIONS ACTIWITY
o Domestic Exchange Partners
Over the course of several years, CASI has established several long-term
agreements with other Agencies. Receipts from these agencies is
automatic, therefore minimal follow-up is needed. The major ones are:
DTIC - We receive an average of two magnetic tapes monthly and also
microfiche and some hard copies.
DOE - We receive an average of four magnetic tapes monthly and also
microfiche.
NTIS - Abstracts are selected from the GRA&I Index twice monthly.
FAA - We are on automatic distribution for hard copies of all
technical reports and notes.
CPIA We are on automatic distribution for all CPIA technical
publications (with exception of some manuals).
GAO - Within the last year, automatic distribution has been
established for all reports with NASA involvement.
NSF - Recently established automatic distribution for all
publications.
GO_: To continue to monitor receipts in these areas. Where profiles
can be established, we intend to do so.
o NASA Canter Interface
Most NASA reports are routinely received from NASA Headquarters and the
field installations. This includes all NASA Report Series (i.e., TM, CP,
CR, SP,...). Some current procedures being utilized to improve coverage:
RECON Research - Searching the Database looking for 'gaps' in
Report Number Series and requesting these from the Centers.
Acquisition Directory - A directory is maintained with points of
contact for each Facility. At present it contains about one
hundred and fifty NASA and one hundred and fifty Non-NASA names.
Quality Control - Any documentreceived with pages missing or poor
reproducibility requires interacting with Center to obtain a better
copy. Most respond positively.
Reference Request - Whenevera NASAdocument is requested by a
user, all effort is madeto try to obtain this document. Wemay
call, write or FAXrequest to center. These numbersare reported
in the Monthly Operations Report.
Onsite Contractors - On-Site Contractors sometimes produce
technical reports that are not "NASA-numbered"reports. Efforts
are made to acquire these and establish automatic distribution.
(i.e. RIACS, ICOMP, ICASE, NSSDC).
Standard Request Form - A standard form letter is being designed so
that we will be consistent when interacting with Center personnel.
GOALS: To begin using the Standard Request Form. To make visits to a
few NASA installations, Officially establish and improve the Acquisitions
Network.
o Non-blkSA Organizational Interface
As stated, we have as many NASA as non-NASA contacts. The difference
between these and exchange partners is due to the fact that some agencies
do not have a formal distribution list and therefore agree to send us
reports as we request them. Some that have worked well are:
NAS - We received newsletters announcing recent releases.
OTA - We also received announcement information.
NIAR - This institute contacted CASI in reference to requirements
for submitted technical reports. They now send us reports
periodically.
RAND - Sends a list of publications available regularly.
Note that all these reports are received gratis (No charge).
GOA_: To continue to follow new leads in this area.
o Contracts and Grants
Presently a great amount of research is being done in this area. The file
collection at CASI has over 31,000 R&D contracts and grants.
Approximately 30% of those input never receive reports. On a regular
basis, reports are requested from those outstanding. The response at
present is minimal.
The objectives of the current studies are to: i) Establish a better
network between STIP, CASI, and Procurement, 2) Receive data
electronically from Procurement for more timely and accurate information,
and 3) Establish a good point of contact at each NASA center who will be
responsible for seeing that CASI obtains all reports.
Once these objectives are accomplished, CASI should then be able to
submit a deficiency report to JTT, as necessary showing where
improvements are still needed.
o Miscellaneous Acquisition Tools
To keep abreast of new topics of research in the STI community, various
search tools are useful:
References and Bibliographies are searched.
Newsletters, Brochures, and Announcements are read.
User Request are followed-up and new leads taken.
Statistics:
Receipts and Requests for the Past Three Years
1989 1990 1991 Average
Requests 1176 994 1364 1178
Receipts 908 620 1015 848
You can see from the above that Acquisitions has averaged a 72%
response rate from all requests. These items have all been proactively
acquired. As we respond to the needs of the Centers and NASA database
users, we anticipate the numbers will continue to rise.

REPORTS OF WORK (HW 52.227-91) (Apr 1989)
(a) Monthly Progress Reports. The Contractor shall submit separate
monthly progress reports of all work accomplished during each month of
contract performance. Reports shall be in narrative forma and brief and
informal in content. Monthly reports shall be submitted in six (6) copies.
Monthly reports shall include:
(1) A quantitative description of overall progress.
(2) An indication of any current problems which may impede
performance and proposed corrective action.
(3) A discussion of the work to be performed during the next monthly
reporting period.
(b) Quarterly Progress Reports. The Contractor shall submit separate
quarterly reports of all work accomplished during each three-month period of
contract performance. In addition to factual data, these reports shall include a
separate analysis section which interprets the results obtained, recommends
further action, and relates occurrences to the ultimate objectives of the contract
work. Sufficient diagrams, sketches, curves, photographs, and drawings shall be
included to convey the intended meaning. Quarterly reports shall be submitted
in six copies.
(c) Final Report. The Contractor shall submit a f'mal report which
documents and summarizes the results of the entire contract work, including
recommendations and conclusions based on the experience, and results obtained.
The final report shall include tables, graphs, diagrams, curves, sketches,
photographs, and drawings in sufficient detail to comprehensively explain the
results achieved under the contract. Unless otherwise directed by the
Contracting Office, three (3) copies of the final report must be submitted.
(d) Report Documentation Page. The contractor shall include a completed
Documentation Page (NASA Form 1626) as the final page of each report
submitted in accordance with subdivisions (A) through (C) above.
(e) Distribution. The monthly and quarterly progress reports and the final
report shall be distributed as follows:
No. of Copies
Reproducible
and 2 copies
Addressee
NASA Scientific &
Technie'al Information
Facility
Address
P.O. Box 8757
B/W Int'l Airport
Baltimore, MD 21240
One New Technology Rep. Code: CU
NASA Headquarters
Washington, DC 20546
One NASA HQ/Acq. Division Code HW
NASA Headquarters
Washington, DC 20546
NASA HQ/Technical
Representative
(see Block 11 of
SF 26)
3. _ EVALUATION
o Scope and Coverage
History:
Working guide for individuals who scan published and report
literature for documents to be added to the NASA Database.
First publication in March 1970 contained thirty-four Categories.
Second publication in September 1978 contained seventy-five
Categories. Complete restructure of original Scope and Coverage.
Third publication in December 1988 contained previous seventy-five
Categories and new Category 29.
Used by AIAA, CASI, and NASA Centers for all documents except
progress reports receiving bibliographic control only.
Author assigns Subject Category to NASA Formal documents which
appears on Report Documentation Page (RDP).
Document Evaluator assigns Subject Categories to non-NASA documents
and NASA documents without preassigned Subject Category.
Purpose:
Subject Categories are used to identify the content of the document and
to establish location in STAR and IAA Journals.
Provides a means for determining the interests of subscribers and the
eleven distribution divisions determine microfiche sent to subscribers.
Updating:
New additions are added to expand Scope Notes when encountered in
document processing for incorporation into next revision.
Sources of new subjects are NASA Authorization Hearings, NASA
Newsletters, Long Range Plans, RTOPs, and brochures.
Layout:
Typical presentation:
Category 02, Aerodynamics
Scope Note
Definition
Degrees of NASAInterest:
Exhaustive
Selective
Negative
ExpandedScope Notes
o NASA Program Office Needs
Letter from Lewis Center concerning categories for:
Ground Based Propulsion
Diesel Propulsion
Aircraft Propulsion
Spacecraft Propulsion
Mechanics of Materials
Intermetallic Materials
Subject Category 29, Materials Processing, was added after ten years of
deliberation.
Subject Categories have been deliberately organized with gaps in the
numbers for addition of new Categories.
CASI will comply with incorporating new Subject Categories to Scope and
Coverage if a need is substantiated and with NASA Headquarters
concurrence.
o Domestic Exchange Profiles
Three Government Agencies provide majority on non-NASA material on
automatic distribution:
DTIC - two magnetic tapes per month
DOE - four magnetic tapes per month
NTIS - two journals and corresponding microfiche per month
Approximately fifty percent DTIC, thirty percent DOE, and less than one
percent NTIS items are selected for the NASA Database.
Status:
DTIC- Efforts are underwayto statistically analyze Subject Terms and
Corporate Sources selected by CASI from DTIC Tapes. Another area for
consideration is use of MAI.
DOE- Documentation prepared identifying Subject Categories desired
with assurance that DOEwill create a profile.
NTIS Negotiations underway to create a 'sales tape' which will
contain Subjects identified from NTIS Subject Category guides.

Aerodynamics
Includes aerodynamics of bodies, combinations, wings, rotors, and control surfaces; and inter-
nal flow in ducts and turbomachinery. For related information see also Fluid Mechanics and
Heat Transfer (pages 69-71 ).
Definition
Aerodynamics - The science that deals with the motion of air and other gaseous fluids and with
the forces acting on bodies when the bodies move through such fluids or when such fluids
move against or around the bodies. NASA Thesaurus, Volume 3: Definitions. Washington, DC:
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, 1988. NASA SP-7064.
NASA Interest
Exhaustive Interest: All information dealing with the effects of relative motion on the flow of air
or other gases and vapors, at any velocity,over aircraft, air cushion vehicles, land transportation
vehicles, spacecraft, launch vehicles, missiles, and their components; over geometric shapes
of models used in laboratory and wind tunnel tests, e.g., cones, plates, shells, spheres, and
cylinders; internal flow in channels, ducts, and turbomachines; forces acting on bodies in
aerodynamic flow, including aerodynamic lift and drag.
Selective Interest: Aerodynamics of ground support equipment for aerospace research, results
of aerodynamic testing for these effects, or the aerodynamic effects of surface structures on
weather or environment.
Negative Interest: Aerodynamics of surface structures, ships, and bridges.
Input Subjects of Specific Interest
• Aerodynamic derivatives
• Aerodynamic flow fields
• Aerodynamic heating
• Aerodynamic noise (airframe generated)
• Aerodynamic studies of skin friction
• Aerodynamic wakes
• Aerodynamics of:
Airfoils
Bodies
Canards
Combinations
Control surfaces
Diffusers
Exits
Launch vehicles (for specific launch vehicles see Launch Vehicles and Space Vehicles
(pages 29-30))
Propellers
Protuberances (antennas, braces, external stores, fairings, landing gear, and struts)
Reentry vehicles (for specific reentry vehicles see Launch Vehicles and Space Vehicles
(pages 29-30))
ETDE/PUB-1-R1
(DE90015197)
INTERNATIONAL
ENERGY
SubjectCategoriesand Scope
1990
I
E
A
ENERGY
TECHNOLOGY
DATA
EXCHANGE
DOE SUBJECT CATEGORIES
080000 HYDROGEN 140900 SollrThermal Utilization
080100 Production 140g0g M/sce#aneous Solar Applica_ons
080101 Elecl_'olysis 141000 Solar Collectors and ConcenU_orl
080102 Thermochemical Processes 142000 Heat Storage
080106 Biosynlhesls and Photochemical 170000 WIND ENERGY
Processes
080200 170100Storage, Transport, and Handling I_eourc_ and Avs.aNllty
080201 Chemisorption Storage 170600 Wind Energy Engineering
080202 Underground Storage 1713601 Al_JI/cab_ns
08O2O3
08O204
08O8OO
Cryogenic Storage
T_ and Handling
Propart_ and Com_
Environmental Aspects080900
17O6O2
1706O3
17O6O4
22OOO0
22O8OOO830OO Combustion
TurUneDeign and
Pow_-camw_ Sym_
NUCLEAR REACTOR TECHNOLOGY
Pro_ Rtmctom
090000 BIOMASS FUELS 1250000 ENERGY STORAGE
0Sl000 Properties and Composmon 2S0100 Magnetic
0920O0 Combustion 25O2O0 _ and Uquellnd Gas
100000 SYNTHETIC FUELS 250400 Capacitor Banks
100200 Production 250500 Flyudleell
100300 Propadlu Ind Compozitlon 250600 Thermll
100400 Combustion 250800 Chemical
140000 SOLAR ENERGY 250900 Ballades
140100 Resources and Avaglbility 300000 DIRECT ENERGY CONVERSION
140500 Solar Energy Conversion 300100 MHD Genemtm
140501 Photovol_c Cotwersion 300101 Des/gn and Deve/ol0ment
140502 Thermtonic and Thenn(_eclTic 300102 Peff_ and Testing
Comers/on
140505 Photochem/ca/, Photoblologicd, and 300103 _ _
_ica/C, onve_on .4_d//a#_
140600 Photovoltaic Power Systems 300104 Duct Engineedng and Fluid
140700 Solar Thermal Power Systems 300200 11wrmoek¢ll_ Generators
OpenLiterature Scopeand Coverage
In the NASASTI Program
O.wl'.,_y
AkkA
N&SAITIP
r
Acquisitions Approach
PuINb4ml lltmlew_. _ m _4w mp1_k, b _I
m,_J,,e _ umm, q _ *
F.mphmlz_: Metl_k_f
- OuaUly selection - Literature
- Unique materials surveillance
. AULAp?,iUon - Sx_,n_,
- Woddwlde network - Review copies
- Member Input and
u_st•n,co
ou_ LJ_-'u_ auu_ a,C4mrqw
AaSa I_ qu_a_,'J
r
AIAA Position Used
to NASA STI Advantage
• _ _ mlrlt¢_l
° I'L _ I1_ II_murt
_md ALU,m_m_ u qudly Nr_p_,l
• IblGmbi_m mJtl_
• TNtmlml im_millm _lml
_q
Op,mL./_mwe S_pe &Co,m._
AIA_ I_ _ao_
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Cost Pressures
• 16% rise in coots for 1992
• J CombcmU¢_ S&T >1000% in 5yrs
• No budget incmue lgSl2
q,_ uw_ s=q_, & C4mmp _alA0SA h,,, te41_
Keeping Tabs on a Changing World
• .Sm_et literature win'king group
• Pacific Rim initiative
qm Lmrm_ S_m • r.e,.,._
$
r
Literature Surveillance
• Publlshem catalogs
• Ade
• Journal citations
• Unpublished lists
• Irrtguisr events
• NASA supplied manuscripts
• Aumom
o.. u.F: ,,_,._ c....q.
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SCOPE- a living thing
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f_Continuous Improvement
• Electmr_ Input
IEEE has contributed to pcoducUvlty
Incmue
AIAA _rmd input next
commercial puldisher InWreuted
• Scanning
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